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Unwelcome Heroines: Mao Dun and Yu Dafu's 
Creations of a New Chinese Woman
Sylvia Li-cKun Lin
In the early years of the Chinese Republic, as political and 
cultural leaders were actively engaged in unprecedented, if 
haphazard and often ill-advised, reforms of Chinese institutions, 
few issues polarized society as much as that of the role of 
women in the political process. Nation building, it was widely 
acknowledged, could not proceed without the participation of 
half the population. Western missionaries had realized that as 
early as the 1870s, even though their agenda had been primarily 
evangelical and their attitude condescending.* 1 How this 
expansion of participatory citizenship was to be achieved, to 
what degree, and with what impact on traditional gender 
relationships and domestic tranquillity were questions that were 
supported with volatile emotions and opposed with extreme 
intransigence.
The linked issues of modernization and gender equality, 
based essentially upon the Western models of “Mr_ Science and 
Mr. Democracy," quickly found their way not only into general 
periodicals, many of which were targeted at urban women, but 
also in literary works by a new breed of intellectuals who had 
broken with traditional norms. However, not all segments of the 
(predominately male) population were ready to embrace ideals 
that incorporated distinct threats to their historically privileged 
position. Writers such as Mao Dun and Lu Xun wrote essays and 
fictional works tackling the complex issues of womens liberation
I would like to thank the reading group at UC-Berkeley for their 
comments, particularly Nicole Huang, who made valuable suggestions.
1 During the second half of the nineteenth century, Protestant 
missionary newsmagazines published in Chinese commonly attributed 
China's weakness to its treatment of women and to Chinese women's 
ignorance and frailty.
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vis-a-vis national rejuvenation in a male-dominated world.2 
These writings, while displaying a desire to shape the future of 
the nation through the creation of a new woman (xin nuxing), 
often reveal an ambivalent attitude toward women in 
contemporaryChinesesociety.
In this essay, I examine fictional works by two of the most 
influential and progressive male writers of the period—Mao Dun 
and Yu Dafu_ to explore issues concerning the emergence of 
the new Chinese woman. My study will focus on Mao Dun’s 
story, “Chuangzao” [Creation], published in 1928, and Yu Dafu’s 
short novel, Ta shi yi ge ruo nuzi [She is a weak woman], written 
in 1932_3 Mook at these writers’ depictions of two different types 
of woman and contemporary Chinese men’s reactions to a new 
gender relation. Male intellectuals, while heralding the advance 
of a new Chinese woman, were far from certain about the future 
of this new woman, and were troubled by further prospects of 
change once the “genie was out of the bottle.” They were， 
understandably, apprehensive over their own position in the new 
world order of the two sexes.
Male anxiety, compounded by contemporary social and 
political situations, manifested itself, in part, in a shift of focus 
from women's individual emancipation to women's collective role 
in mass liberation. In other words, whereas nationalism 
remained an overarching concern, the projection of male anxiety 
onto women in these texts subsumed women’s individuality.4 In 
the 1930s, the May Fourth belief concerning the contribution of 
women's liberation to national rejuvenation was being replaced 
by a proletarian conformity that erased gender differences. Such 
a shift was by no means unique; as Wendy Larson points out, 
the period from 1925 to 1935 [was] a transitional time when both 
writers and critics aligned themselves politically and socially, for
2 The most famous，of course, are Lu Xun’s story “Shuangshi” 
[Regrets for the past] and his essay “Nala zouhou zenyang” [What 
happens after Nora leaves home?].
3 These two works not only reflect the importance of this period 
in Chinese women's history, but, more importantly, as Prusek and other 
have pointed out, their authors aimed to "grasp reality instantly and 
with the utmost accuracy, before it [became] history" (Prusek 1980: 
122; 142).
4 For a detailed analysis on this issue, see Chan (1993).
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or against a ‘new’ kind of socially engaged writing，and willing or 
unwilling to follow an overt political cause in their works" (Larson 
1993: 59).5 The objective of my inquiry into this widely 
acknowledged shift is to investigate how two representative 
male writers1 works reflected conflicting and confused theories 
involving the incorporation of women into the project of nation 
building.
The New Woman That Shou丨dn't Be: M ao Dun’s 
^Creation77
From the 1910s on, the issues of education and the 
freedom to love and marry were essential to the incipient new 
woman, and the ability to achieve these goals was considered 
the most significant and concrete manifestation of women’s 
liberation. However, questions remained as to the functions and 
futures of these newly liberated women. For instance, who 
should (and should not) be liberated? What should women do 
after their liberation? Who was qualified to liberate women? And 
what happened to gender relations after women's liberation? 
Mao Dun’s fictional works and extensive polemical writings on 
this subject addressed these issues. Indeed, among the May 
Fourth intellectuals who articulated their interests in women's 
issues, Mao Dun was probably the most ardent champion of the 
cause.6 However, as my analysis of the following story will show, 
Mao Dun was unable to clearly define his positions.
“Creation” is the story of a young intellectual, Junshi, who 
has been trying to find a new woman emancipated enough to 
share his ideals of reforming China, but not so liberated as to 
neglect her traditional womanhood. After years of fruitless 
searching，he chooses Xianxian，a woman “uncontaminated” by 
current fashionable liberal ideas, and decides to create in her his
5 C. T. Hsia has also identified this shift in Lao She's writings 
during this period (Hsia 1971: 179-81).
6 Mao Dun not only authored many short stories and novels 
featuring female protagonists who are usually educated intellectuals, 
but also wrote and translated essays on the issues of the women’s 
movement and women’s liberation in China and the West. Most of 
these essays are collected in Mao Dun quanji [Complete works of Mao 
Dun], vols. 14-15.
君實
嫻嫻
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own version of a new Chinese woman. He first makes her read 
Western philosophical and political texts, since he considers a 
lack of political interests to be one of the most serious defects in 
a woman. Surprised by her idealist and nihilist inclinations—as 
epitomized by her interest in Taoism—he instructs her to read 
Darwin, Nietzsche, and other Western materialist thinkers. He 
also tries to liberate her from the sexual inhibitions imposed by 
traditional Chinese culture, because his belief in Western 
hereditary biology convinces him that a shy personality will 
produce timid and cowardly children. However, he is soon 
disappointed because she not only completely absorbs his 
teachings, but also starts to move beyond his reach. At the end 
of the story, Xianxian slips out of the house, leaving him a 
message that he should catch up with her if he can, but if he 
cannot, she will not wait.
This brief synopsis in no way conveys the complexity of 
the story, and Mao Dun is clearly mocking the protagonisfs self- 
interests. Nevertheless, it illustrates how Mao Dun raises 
important questions about the construction and creation of the 
new Chinese woman. One of those questions involves the title of 
the story, which ostensibly concerns the creation of a woman by 
a man. Yet, in the story there is actually another “creation,” that 
of Junshi by his own father, an unsuccessful scholar who retired 
after the aborted Hundred Days Reform proposed by Kang 
Youwei and Liang Qichao. Junshi’s father instills in Junshi his 
own unfulfilled ambition to “save China and strengthen its 
progenyH (jiuguo qiangzhong, a slogan that first appeared during 
the Reform). The father has mapped out Junshi’s future，hoping 
to <,create,) a son in accordance with his own 'Ideal" (lixiang). 
Apparently Junshi has inherited the "creation urge" (chuangzao 
yu) from his late father.
This notion of inheritance and heredity deserves some 
attention. First of all, Junshi, like many of his contemporaries, is 
fascinated by new theories of genetics, yet this fascination 
illustrates an internal conflict in the Chinese intellectuals’ 
interpretation and application of genetics. On the one hand, this 
science tends to suggest an inherent weakness in Chinese 
society and to paint a pessimistic future for the nation: If all 
Chinese continue in the way they live, with frail bodies and 
outmoded minds, China can only degenerate. On the other 
hand, genetics provides the means of salvation for future
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Chinese and, by extension, for the nation. If the present 
generation can be “repaired” intellectually and physically，a 
stronger China supposedly lies in the genes of every individual 
Chinese. It is both these hopes and fears that attracted male 
intellectuals of this era, and Chinese women became the 
embodiment both of the intellectuals’ desire for a better China 
and of the potential to fulfill this desire. Junshi, with his deep 
faith in genetics, fears that Xianxian's "shy nature" will plant 
timidity and indecisiveness in the personalities of their future 
children.
These actions by Junshi bring us back to the “creation 
urge." As we have seen, Junshi inherits this urge from his father. 
Just as his father wishes to (re)create Junshi, Junshi seeks to 
create his own ideal wife. Junshi, who must be bolder than his 
father, has formulated a detailed set of criteria for an ideal wife, 
which he uses to rate prospective candidates. In a conversation 
with an old friend, he reveals his paramount qualification: the 
woman's personality and opinions must be identical to his. His 
friend regards this requirement as fairly ordinary; Junshi then 
expands on his notion of the perfect new Chinese woman.
He starts by insisting that she must be free of “prejudice” 
(c/7eng//an) and “mental extremism” （p/any/ cfe tounao). This ideal 
derives from his criticism of the current crop of women, who are 
often liberated in their conduct but fall too easily into frivolous 
and wild behavior. While they may be sufficiently broad-minded, 
they do not care so much about familial duties. And while they 
reject traditional ideas, they often do not have a clear idea as to 
which new direction to select. In short, a new woman should be 
grounded in the heritage of five thousand years of Chinese 
cultural traditions; she should be open-minded but pose no 
potential threat to the security of male dominance.7
This “shopping list” is intended by Mao Dun as an implicit 
criticism of Junshi and, perhaps, some of the self-serving 
Chinese men of his time，especially when we recall Junshi’s 
requirement that his wife’s personality and opinions must be 
identical to his own. In other words, a woman is yet another 
medium onto which the intellectual man/creator can project his
7 This sentiment apparently was not uncommon for the time. An 
article with strikingly similar ideology was published in the women’s 
magazine Xin nuxing [New woman] in 1928. See Zhang (1928).
成見
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desire for a better self; she is, in essence, a second self, his 
mirror image in the body of a woman. Klaus Theweleit has 
termed this woman a "territory of desire." Because women have 
never been an active agent in the formation of historical process, 
“they always remained objects and raw materials, pieces of 
nature awaiting socialization. This has enabled men to see and 
use them collectively as part of the earth’s inorganic body—the 
terrain of men’s production” (Theweleit 1987: 294).
While women have traditionally been excluded from the 
formation of China’s intellectual and cultural heritage，they are 
nevertheless loaded with cultural/national baggage. In Junshi's 
mind, Xianxian, who is entrenched in traditional Chinese 
philosophy, represents all that is dangerous and unwanted; 
namely，she is an obstacle to China’s modernization. On the 
other hand, she is also depicted as cultural raw material that can 
be molded to suit the purposes of male desire (both sexual and 
intellectual). Women are brought in and out of the process of 
nation building whenever it suits the purposes of a man's project.
With the enthusiasm of “a strict father’s expectation of his 
嚴父望子成名 son^ successH (yanfu wang zi chengming), Junshi prescribes 
several techniques to cultivate X ianxian’s political 
consciousness: she must read the theories of various political 
thinkers, pay close attention to international politics, memorize 
personal names, places, and dates, and critique the current 
affairs of the nation. He presides over her study in order to 
correct her mistakes. The term used to describe Junshi’s 
enthusiasm_ a strict father’s expectation of a son’s success_ is 
reminiscent of the aspiration of patriarchal continuity. On the 
other hand, it is also interesting to note that this term implies a 
poignant critique of the patriarchal system: there is no analogous 
term to describe a daughter’s potential to fulfill a father’s dream 
of fame and glory, nor is the daughter expected to do so. 
Therefore, Xianxian must be placed in a male paradigm. Mao 
Dun's use of this traditional phrase reveals a degree of irony; 
that is, the narrator is criticizing Junshi for being a traditionalist in 
disguise, thus questioning the validity not only of the new 
woman but also of the new Chinese man.
Junshi’s second task is to transform Xianxian’s “carefree 
樂天達觀 and optimistic” （/ef/’ar? c/agfi/an) personality. Such a temperament 
embodies the Taoist notion of non-differentiation, which treats 
everything in the universe as equal. For Junshi, this idealistic
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transcendental attitude not only contains the poisonous residue 
of traditional Chinese culture, but also signals a warning that his 
efforts might eventually fail, for Xianxian unfortunately reads all 
political theories as equally valid; she makes no attempt to 
assess them. To learn about different theories is at the same 
time to be presented with the opportunity to make choices. 
Junshi may not intend to give Xianxian the freedom to choose, 
for he desires to impose his choices upon her. However, he does 
need for her to possess the ability to perceive differences and 
appreciate the superiority of his choice.
To cure the “disease” of idealistic nihilism, Junshi’s remedy 
is heavy doses of materialism. He leads her to read Darwin, 
Nietzsche, and other materialist theorists painstakingly. Again, 
he succeeds in another round of remolding. The medical trope 
used to describe Xianxian’s personality and Junshi’s action, 
which was typical of May Fourth intellectuals, is derived from 
Western writings on China, particularly by Protestant 
missionaries, who regarded themselves as physicians 
diagnosing the symptoms of China’s “diseases■” 丁hese 
symptomatic descriptions are applied on a more personal level 
in Mao Dun’s story. Abstract temperamental inclination is 
identified with actual physical illness, and the importance of 
individual existence is thus reduced to a cultural malaise 
characteristic of the whole of China. Such an attitude implies a 
medical perception of culture. It also indicates a desire for 
something concrete and tangible that can be easily identified 
and remedied once problems are found. And what could be 
more tangible and identifiable than the circumstances of the 
Chinese female population?
Junshi’s solution to what he concludes as yet another 
defect in this “ improving” modern Chinese woman is also 
therapeutic. The antidote he prescribes is inevitably Western 
m ateria list philosophy. This process of diagnosis and 
prescription, however, is problematic in the sense that both 
Chinese women/culture and Western philosophy are 
simultaneously essentialized. The problems culminating in the 
encroachment of Western imperialism are simplistically reduced 
to the passivity of Taoist philosophy. Xianxian becomes the 
embodiment of these abstract ideas, which Junshi calls the 
illness of the Chinese cultural heritage. Likewise, Darwin and 
Nietzsche are reduced to antidotes and transplanted into the
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brain of a Chinese woman. China as a dying organism can 
therefore be revived by Western philosophy—that is, by a 
peculiar sort of medicine.
At this juncture, Xianxian is nearly perfect. The last step in 
the transformation process is the liberation of her sexuality. 
Junshi's determination to awaken Xianxian's dormant sexuality 
has two components. First, as we have seen, his belief in 
heredity convinces him that her shy personality will produce 
timid and cowardly children. A concern for stronger offspring 
signifies a patriarch's anxiety, which is a contradictory interplay 
of powerlessness and power exertion. That is, reproduction is 
solely in the possession of the female; man must rely on woman 
to continue his progeny, and it is precisely this involuntary 
dependence upon women's reproduction that prompts man to 
want to control woman's body.
Junshi’s intention to unleash Xianxian’s sexuality has 
nothing to do with her as a human being; rather, it is tied to his 
concern for the patriarchy and to his own pleasure. This 
pleasure is expressed both inside and outside the family milieu. 
He has always felt that she was too passive in their sex life, and 
her passivity adversely affects his libido:
The first time they went out together she kept half a foot behind 
him. If he held her hand in public, she would blush and soon find 
some pretext to pull it away. Junshi often laughed at this old- 
fashioned coyness of hers. Under his influence she did become 
bolder, but still not lively enough for his liking. And in bed she 
was often passive, which he found dull and insipid. He believed 
in heredity and feared her bashfulness might make their children 
timid, so he went all out to change this. Where there’s a will 
there's a way. By the time they visited Mt. Mogan Xianxian had 
grown lively and uninhibited, able to express her devotion to him 
in public. (Mao Dun 1987: 20)8
The liberation of Xianxian’s sexuality is intended to gratify 
Junshi’s sexual appetite. More importantly, perhaps, her display 
of affection satisfies his male ego.
8 The English translation is by Gladys Yang with an occasional 
minor modification (Mao Dun 1987: 5-35). Further page numbers will 
be given in the text.
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But, after all his efforts and enjoyment, Junshi is soon 
disappointed in Xianxian, for he feels he is gradually losing his 
grip on her. Intellectually, she is becoming increasingly 
opinionated and disagrees with him more and more often.
Junshi's dream of creating a woman whose opinion is identical 
to his own, one he can monopolize, body and soul, is shattered.
X ianxian’s rebellion against Junshi’s intellectual 
dominance is best evidenced in the act of erasing his authority.
On her twenty-fourth birthday, Junshi gives her an ivory rabbit 
with an inscription that reads “From her loving husband,
Xianxian objects to the term zhangfu [husband], for she claims it 丈夫
implies the traditional notion that “your husband is your
everything” （fuz/7e f/_aA? ye). She prefers the term a/ren [lover], 夫者天也 愛人
which would place her and Junshi on equal footing. Junshi takes
her objection as a sign of childish behavior; this could imply that
he secretly agrees with the traditional meaning of the term.
When Xianxian scratches out the inscription, she subverts the 
patriarchal order, one of the many things that disturb Junshi after 
he succeeds in transforming her.
The fight over intellectual territory is also symbolized 
through the depiction of domestic space. As the story opens, an 
almost naturalistic description of the bedroom exposes the fact 
that Junshi is indeed losing ground. His space has been reduced 
to a small desk beneath the south window, where a few things 
are neatly arranged. In contrast, Xianxian’s desk beneath the 
west window is messy and strewn with sundry objects. Other 
areas in the room are all occupied by Xianxian’s personal 
belongings. Later, when Junshi looks around the room, he is 
struck by the realization that his territory has now shrunk to the 
desk under the south window. Except for this small piece of 
ji^gtu [clean land], the entire room, dominated by Xianxian, is in 淨土 
complete chaos.
Yet another complex issue is engaged by Junshi’s 
lamentation over the reduction of his space in this symbolic 
territory. As Junshi points out, Xianxian has changed not only in 
her assertive way of expressing opinions, but also in her daily 
habits. Clothing is carelessly tossed about, and her conduct 
lacks delicacy and gracefulness, as if those who focus on great 
achievements need not care about minor daily details. His 
complaints betray his expectations of prescribed femininity— 
women ought to be neat and tidy. A new woman, after all, must
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still be defined by domestic tidiness, and this traditional 
expectation implicitly invokes the traditional characteristic of 
Chinese women—subordination. Furthermore, the spatial 
arrangement in their room corresponds to female behavior and 
then to the female mind. Domestic and intellectual male-female 
relationships are geometricized，which reinforces Junshi’s 
scientific inclination to perceive human relationships as 
quantitative. This tendency—and desire—to comprehend people 
and the world in a concrete and tangible manner was 
symptomatic of the May Fourth intellectuals as they tried to find 
a cause for the nation's ills and women's unenlightened nature.
The struggle for inte llectual dominance is best 
demonstrated in Junshi's language, which is rife with militant 
imagery. The word duzhan [monopoly] is constantly employed by 
Junshi to describe his intention to be superior to Xianxian in 
terms of intellectual capacity. The following passage clearly 
demonstrates that the male intellectual's intention in changing 
Chinese women was to capture their minds and subjugate their 
bodies:
This was a silent, painful struggle. Junshi had done his utmost, 
but in vain, to recover his monopoly of his wife's heart. For she 
had set up a firm barrier against him, and the new influence on 
her mind, gaining in strength every day, was ousting the old 
ones. This last month Junshi had been conscious several times 
of his defeat. He realized that his ascendancy over his wife 
would soon be overthrown, and couldn^ understand how he had 
won her heart and dominated her soul so easily two years ago 
yet now had lost it imperceptibly, with apparently no hope of 
recovery. (11) (emphasis mine)
Furthermore, Xianxian has been drawn into various 
unspecified political activities through the mediation of her new 
friend, Miss Li. Junshi, though well versed in political theory, 
does not believe in the radical activities in which Miss Li is 
engaged. His objection to her “superficial” activism is not free of 
resentment, for he believes that she has gained more influence 
over Xianxian than he has himself. He assumes a policing 
attitude toward Miss Li and Xianxian's activities, for he perceives 
himself as being intellectually superior to both. His harsh 
criticism of Miss Li not only reveals his conservatism toward
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women's participation in politics, but also shows his attempt to 
reclaim lost territory_ Xianxian’s mind.
The reference to Miss Li in particular and “politicized” 
women in general raises an issue concerning the new Chinese 
women's role in the political arena. Should women participate in 
political activities? For contemporary readers, the answer was, 
of course, “yes，” but it baffled and annoyed many men in the 
1920s, as women were battling for representation.9 The major 
argument Junshi uses to censor Xianxian’s activities is her 
“over-zealous” participation in “illegitimate” political activities. 
Miss Li serves as a perfect target for his attack on women in 
politics, for “Miss Li behaves just like a slick woman politician. 
She^ busy every day with so-called political activities, but does 
she know the meaning of politics?” （8) He also claims that 
political activities are just another form of entertainment for 
modernized housewives, like watching movies. Furthermore, he 
attacks women’s demands for independence and equal social 
status as pretentious by saying that, for Miss Li, status is on the 
dance floor.
Junshi’s criticism touches upon the controversy over 
women and politics at the time, and, by extension, the goals of 
the women's movement. Should women be in politics and, if so, 
could political activity improve their situation in China? Is political 
power the end or the means of the women’s movement? Since 
this story is told from Junshi’s point of view, and Mao Dun is 
constantly mocking Junshi’s self-centered agenda toward 
Xianxian’s transformation, we can safely argue that Mao Dun is 
indeed criticizing Junshi for being a hypocrite. However, Mao 
Dun himself was far from consistent in this regard, for, in a 1920 
article entitled “Critique of Women’s Participation in Political 
Activities," he asserted that the most urgent task in the women's 
liberation movement was not to strive for womens right to 
participate in political activities, but to reform morality, the family 
system and women's social status (Mao Dun 1988a: 123). He 
contended that if the social and familial constraints were not 
abolished, political activities would be insufficient to establish 
equality between the sexes，and, consequently, women’s status
9 According to Ono Kazuko，in 1925，the Women’s Rights 
Alliance demanded gender equality for delegates to the National 
Assembly (1989: 197).
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would not be improved. The real obstacle to women’s liberation 
was simply an inequality of moral requirements for men and 
women. All evil systems and customs were derived from this 
inequality (Mao Dun 1988a: 124). In Mao Dun's view, the goal of 
women’s liberation should be: (1) new morality, (2) new social 
customs between the sexes, and, finally, (3) politics. If it was not 
possible to achieve all three, then efforts should be concentrated 
on the firs t two. He further argued that, under current 
circumstances in China, politics could really be ignored (Mao 
Dun 1988a: 124).
Another manifestation of Mao Dun’s uncertainty can be 
found in his views on women's liberation. In another essay 
婦女雜誌 published in zaz/_ [The ladies’ journal] (1920)，he divided 
Chinese women into three categories: (1) wives and daughters 
from rich families, (2) wives and daughters from educated 
middle-class families, and (3) working class women who do 
manual labor and sometimes fall into immoral behavior. He 
believed that only women from the second category were 
qualified and capable of undertaking the responsibilities of a 
women’s movement (Mao Dun 1988b: 144-47). In “Creation” 
these three categories are represented by Miss Li, Xianxian, and 
王媽 the maidservant Wang Ma. Miss Li belongs to the group of 
pampered and spoiled women who know nothing about the 
hardships of life and whose education is simply fashionable 
decoration. Wang Ma, on the other hand, is one of the vast 
majority of illitera te and powerless women who suffer 
oppression.
Yet, we must not ignore the fact that Xianxian is in a 
privileged position. She has Wang Ma, who liberates her from 
domestic chores and enables her to involve herself in all kinds of 
activities. Wang Ma, though her presence is peripheral, 
represents the inherent problem of Xianxian and the bourgeois 
housewives who eagerly shoulder the task of women’s 
liberation: women of the working class rarely enjoy such 
benefits. By the end of the story, when Xianxian slips away from 
Junshi through the bathroom, Wang Ma enters the bedroom to 
fetch clothing and shoes for Xianxian, so she can easily sneak 
out of the house without Junshi’s detection. Read allegorically, 
this incident demonstrates Xianxian's advantageous position. It 
is with Wang Ma’s help that she can get away; likewise, it is 
because of Wang Ma’s role as a maid—a surrogate for
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Xianxian's role as a housewife—that Xianxian can enjoy the 
leisure and luxury to be a “modern new” woman. This exposes a 
disconcerting reality: by exploiting working-class women, 
bourgeois women can climb the social ladder and leave their 
working-class counterparts at the bottom of that ladder. The role 
of Wang Ma reveals the shallowness of the bourgeois women’s 
movement.
Mao Dun’s story raises several important issues 
concerning the new Chinese woman. The first involves the 
question of agency: Who is qualified to liberate women and for 
whom is the liberation intended? Many male intellectuals 
insisted that only women could liberate themselves, since no 
one could save them from the ir plight if they were not 
determined to improve their own situation.10 And yet, it was men 
who first demanded that Chinese women liberate themselves. In 
Mao Dun's story, it is a man, the husband, who conducts the 
transformation process. After “who” comes the question of “how.” 
Should women read Western political and philosophical theories 
in order to eliminate the “passive” and “nihilistic” thinking deeply 
rooted in Chinese culture, as some suggested? The third 
question explored by Mao Dun involves the future of the 
liberated woman. Should she take part in political activities after 
she is liberated, like Xianxian and Miss Li in the story, or should 
she go back to the family to become a modernized mother and 
wife? These questions reveal a high degree of anxiety and 
uncertainty concerning women's roles in Chinese society during 
this time. Nevertheless，by mocking Junshi’s desire to dominate 
Xianxian5s mind, Mao Dun positions himself as a supporter of 
Chinese women’s rights to be independent thinkers and 
autonomous agents of action.
In contrast, Yu Dafu approaches these questions from a 
very different angle—a woman's self-sacrifice for the cause of 
proletarian revolution and the consequences of overemphasis
10 For example, Li Renjie and Han Min's articles in Zhongguo 
funu wenti taolunji adamantly proclaim that women's liberation can only 
be accomplished by women. If men undertake the task, they could be 
dragged into the strife and might themselves end up in need of rescue. 
How and why, exactly, that might happen, unfortunately, is not 
explained. For a discussion of these issues, see this six-volume 
collection of essays edited by Mei Sheng (1923: 68-88; 92-94).
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文學上的階級鬥 
爭
饒了她
on individuality and sexual indulgence.1 She Is a Weak Woman 
contains an intensified skepticism toward women’s individuality 
and promotes a monolithic, even idiosyncratic revolutionary 
ideology.
The New Women That Cannot Be: Yu Dafu's She Is a Weak 
Woman
She Is a Weak Woman, published in 1932, tells of a 
middle school student, Zheng Xiuyue, who is caught between 
revolutionary ideals and the temptations of money and physical 
pleasure. Representing these opposing forces are two of her 
classmates, Feng Shifen，who tries to steer Zheng’s attention 
toward proletarian ideology, and Li Wenqing, who dazzles Zheng 
with her wealth and initiates her sexually. After Feng leaves 
school to join the proletarian revolution, Zheng falls completely 
under Li’s influence and indulges in the pursuit of material 
comforts and sensuality. She later marries the editor of a 
woman's magazine, but his inability to satisfy her sexually and 
materially forces her to seek gratification from her former 
teachers. At the end of the novel, amid the Japanese invasion of 
Shanghai, Zheng is raped and killed by a gang of Chinese 
guards and Japanese soldiers. Her husband goes mad and is 
found in a shelter for war refugees repeatedly shouting, Torgive 
her! Forgive her! She is a weak woman!”12
Like the story by Mao Dun, this short novel deals with a 
young woman's education under the instruction of male figures
11 In the early 1920s, Yu Dafu acquired reputation as a 
"decadent/1 melancholic writer. But before the decade was over, he and 
fellow members of the Creation Society became advocates of 
proletarian literature in support of socialist ideals. This is in contrast to 
the go-slow approach of the Literary Association, of which Mao Dun 
was a founding member. These ideological differences, strikingly 
apparent in the works examined here, characterize the leftward shift 
from the 1920s to the 1930s. Yu Dafu's views are well presented in his 
essay “Wenxue shang de jie ji douzheng” [Class struggle in 
literature](1923), translated in Denton (1996: 263-68).
12 The title of this novel was later changed to Rao/e ta [Forgive
her].
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^though in a symbolic way). However, while the story by Mao 
Dun focuses on the transformation of a traditional woman into a 
modern woman, intellectually and sexually, Yu Dafu depicts a 
schoolgirl who is unable to detach herself from material and 
sexual pleasures. The didactic stricture against sexuality and 
individuality not only indicates an unnatural separation of body 
and mind, but also obliterates individuality under the overriding 
demand of proletarian revolution. These ideas are represented 
in the polar opposition between the two characters who 
constantly pull the protagonist in opposite directions. By 
criticizing Junshi’s male-centered interests in Xianxian’s 
changes, Mao Dun’s story emphasizes the individual aspect of 
women’s liberation. In contrast，Yu Dafu’s novel shifts the focus 
on individuality to collectivity. In a word，the end in Mao Dun’s 
story here becomes the means to a different end—mass 
liberation.
Interestingly, the modus operand} in women’s 
transformation is not so dissimilar in both works: men still play 
the role of initiators. For instance, although both individuals who 
play such influential roles in Zheng’s early life are women，one of 
them possesses masculine qualities and the other obtains her 
revolutionary ideas from men. Li Wenqing, the hedonist, is 
depicted as man-like throughout the novel. "Her face was bigger 
than that of a large middle-aged manH (Yu 1982: 2. 212). She 
laughs like a man and walks in a manly manner. In her lesbian 
relationships with other female students at school, she also 
plays the man's role. What is noteworthy is the seemingly 
inseparable link between her appearance, her wealth, and her 
indulgence in carnal pleasures. tl[H]er family was very wealthy. 
The pair of gold-rimmed glasses perched on her leonine nose 
was the object of envy among some of her poor classmates from 
middle-class families. When she first came to school, she wore 
three or four heavy gold rings on both hands” （212). Implicit in 
this passage is not only a criticism directed at Li but also a latent 
anxiety over women's alleged weakness for material wealth.
Not only is Li’s appearance described as repulsive; her 
background is also cast in a shadowy and unsavory light. 
"Although she was already a grownup, every time she returned 
home on vacation，she slept in the same bed as her father” 
(244). This habit infuriates their neighbors; it suggests an illicit
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and incestuous relationship between father and daughter. Taken 
together, the descriptions of her family background, her body 
images, and her personality not only suggest a male disposition 
but also imply, with ideological didacticism, that a negative 
personality breeds an unattractive appearance.
By contrast, Feng Shifen is depicted in a more feminine 
and pleasant way—a long, pretty face and lovely features. After 
she jo ins the proletarian revolution, her slim figure is 
emphasized, which not only serves as a contrast to Li's robust 
appearance, but also further stresses the connection between 
ideology and body image. However, Feng is simultaneously the 
embodiment of male mentality, because she is heavily 
influenced by her maternal uncle and teaches Zheng ideas she 
learned from him. Feng is the vehicle through which Chinese 
male intellectuals’ values are conveyed to Zheng，which can be 
best illustrated by an incident concerning the return of a watch. 
Li gives Feng the watch along with a love letter written in flowery 
classical Chinese, which impresses Zheng enormously. In order 
to demonstrate to Zheng what she considers superior writing 
and profound ideas, Feng then shows Zheng a letter she 
received from her uncle:
I received the letter you sent last year to Switzerland. You have 
indeed made progress in your thoughts, which validates my 
efforts to enlighten you through correspondence over the past 
two years. When I return to Hangzhou, I will certainly introduce 
some of my friends to you to make you a talent who can 
shoulder the important task of social reform. (229)
This letter is symptomatic of May Fourth sentiments, and 
Feng Shifen’s uncle’s intention to change her into a social 
reformer echoes Junshi’s in Mao Dun’s “Creation.” What is also 
worth noting is Feng Shifen's role in transmitting these ideas to 
Zheng Xiuyue. “She [Zheng] seemed to see the figure of a giant 
emerging in her mind, speaking to her in a voice much more 
resonant and more powerful than Li Wenqing's: lYou [plural] 
have to be self aware; you have to join the revolution （230)_ 
The comparison of Li Wenqing’s voice with that of Feng Shifen’s 
uncle shows that Feng is a mouthpiece for her uncle; on the 
other hand, we cannot ignore the fact that Feng's role sets this 
story apart from Mao Dun^ stories, in which man is the teacher.
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In Yu Dafu's work, women have taken up the responsibility to 
educate other women. This seemingly insignificant detail not 
only demonstrates the shift in the women’s movement toward 
proletarian ideology but also exemplifies women’s role in the 
mobilization of the masses (see Gilmartin 1995).
This is also the first of a series of incidents that depict 
Zheng Xiuyue as a weak woman who is constantly struggling 
between two lifestyles. Her weakness lies in the desire to 
emulate both. Despite Feng Shifen’s mentoring effort, Zheng 
Xiuyue cannot resist the temptation of material comforts and 
fancy clothes. During one of their outings on a lake, Feng and 
Zheng happen to see a group of women who appear to be 
members of warlords5 families. When Zheng displays her envy of 
a young woman dressed in expensive and attractive clothes, 
Feng gives her a two-hour lecture on the evils of vanity and 
envy，which can eventually cause a woman’s downfall:
The warlords, capitalists, local rich bourgeoisie, and gentry 
bullies get their money from the inhuman exploitation of others. 
The beauty derived from dresses and accessories is not true 
and great beauty . . .  A woman’s first step toward sinful 
decadence is vanity. When one is vain, one turns jealous. Vanity 
and jealousy are both caused by women’s shameful mentality, 
characterized by their low self esteem and lack of independence. 
Once one has such an attitude, one will never be able to live a 
happy and contented life. . . .  As she continued, Feng Shifen got 
so excited that tears welled up in her eyes, because she knew 
very well that she was also a poor girl under the insufferable 
oppression of the capitalists and local rich bourgeoisie. (219)
Feng's words echo some of the criticisms put forth in earlier 
publications.13 In this novel, however，Feng’s argument shifts the 
focus from patriarchal concerns to a nationalistic and proletarian 
agenda, placing the blame for China’s problems squarely on 
women’s weaknesses—as exemplified by Zheng’s personality
13 Women’s magazines circulating in the 1910s published many 
scathing criticisms of Chinese women. For example, in 1911, Fund 
s/i/bao [Women’s times] published an article on the accumulated 
problems of Chinese women, in which the author criticized their low 
self-esteem engendered by the patriarchal society.
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and behavior. What is most striking in this passage, however, is 
how incongruous and unrelated issues are all lumped together: 
人格 beauty, poverty, wom ens character (renge), capitalist 
exploitation, and warlord oppression. A causal relation is also 
implied in the gendered notion of beauty and poverty. Li 
Wenqing's wealthy family background is accompanied by her 
uninviting appearance, whereas Feng Shifen and Zheng Xiuyue, 
both from poor families, enjoy good looks. In the meantime, 
unregulated beauty seems to carry the potential for corruption. 
At the beginning of the story, Zheng Xiuyue is introduced to the 
readers as an object of beauty.
The emphasis on appearance contrasted with a “weak” 
personality also suggests that a beautiful woman is a fickle 
woman. Hence, despite Feng Shifen's effort to educate her, 
Zheng Xiuyue falls prey to the licentious Li Wenqing soon after 
Feng leaves to join her maternal uncle in the proletarian 
revolution. What needs to be pointed out here is the incestuous 
relationship between Feng and her uncle, which demonstrates a 
disconcerting inconsistency of moral judgment. While Zheng’s 
preference for material comfort is often criticized by Feng, 
Feng’s elopement with her uncle receives little authorial 
objection. It is evident that Feng considers their proletarian 
revolutionary deeds sufficient to exonerate their misdeeds. She 
explains to Zheng her decision to elope with her maternal uncle:
I have committed a crime that will not be accepted by traditional 
feudal society, especially in Hangzhou, where feudalistic 
ideology is most deeply entrenched and people are the most 
narrow-minded. However, society is progressing onwards and 
love is sacred. We have our ideals and we want to fight for our 
rights. . . . We will not return to Hangzhou before the old society 
is overthrown and Chinese traditional ideas are changed. (240)
It almost seems that Feng's incestuous relationship with her 
uncle is a gesture of defiance against feudal society. But then, 
we are prompted to ask why Zheng’s quest for personal 
fulfillment cannot be regarded likewise. After Feng leaves, 
Zheng is seduced by Li and has her first sexual experience. 
Shortly afterwards, Li leaves Zheng for another woman. In her 
disappointment, Zheng remembers what Feng told her about the 
insignificance of pleasures of the flesh. She realizes she has no
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choice but to change the direction of her life and devote all her 
energies to the liberation of mankind and the reform of society. 
Once again, we see the dichotomized opposition of revolution 
and sex, one always excluding the other. Feng’s relationship 
with her uncle is presented in an asexual way and thus rendered 
acceptable since it is conducted within the framework of 
proletarian revolution.
However, Zheng's determination to devote herself to the 
revolutionary endeavor is short-lived. The separation of mind 
and body only drives her further down the path of the pursuit of 
physical pleasure. An inability to channel her energy into 
revolutionary ideals, compounded by disappointment in Li's 
desertion, prompts her to become involved with two of her 
former teachers. One of them, Mr. Li, was once Li Wenqing's 
lover, and the other, Mr. Zhang Kang, was an admirer of Feng 
Shifen. Obviously, Zheng is re-enacting her relationships with Li 
and Feng in a vicarious way: these heterosexua丨 relationships 
substitute for homosexual fulfillment. But while Zheng’s 
relationships with Feng and Li denote a split between mind and 
body, between patriotic concern and personal indulgence, 
Zheng's involvement with the two men is purely sexual.
Although the original title of this work 丨ntends to show 
Zheng as a weak woman whose only mission in life is to “find 
someone to whom she can devote all her passion," eventually 
she learns to be self-assertive and emotionally independent.
Experience taught her how to observe others and flow to control 
the opposite sex. She no longer dared to show her passion, and 
her will became stronger. Even though she often went out with 
Mr. Zhang Kang and spent nights in a hotel with him, she was in 
absolute control of her emotions and actions. She made it clear 
that she gave her love as a favor and did not care whether the 
other party reciprocated. It would be fine with her if there were 
no love at all. One had to recognize that she was her own 
mistress. (259)
We detect a certain amount of ambivalence in the 
portrayal of Zheng as a modern, liberated woman. On the one 
hand, the story focuses on her inability to transfer personal love 
to a love of the nation. On the other hand, as the above passage 
shows, Zheng gains her independence from personal emotional
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involvements. Hence, we can safely argue that the importance 
of a woman’s personal independence diminishes under the 
demands of patriotism and proletarian revolution. Evidence for 
such an argument can be found amid descriptions of China’s 
struggle against warlord and imperialist aggression. Feng 
Shifen, for instance, suffers a gunshot wound in the shoulder 
during the revolutionary army’s attempt to eradicate the 
warlords. Her selfless act is in stark contrast to Zheng’s single- 
吳一栗 minded desire to capture her future husband，Wu Yisu，the 
magazine editor. “When Feng Shifen was nursing her wounded 
right shoulder in a small back room, without their knowing about 
it, Zheng Xiuyue, who was actually not very far away, managed 
to know Wu Yisu better” （269).
The contrast between Feng and Zheng increases as 
Zheng continues to seek fulfillment in her personal life. She and 
Wu Yisu get married, but Wu starts to suffer bad health. He is 
later fired by the publisher of the womerVs magazine he is 
employed to edit. Since Wu is unable to satisfy either her 
material or sexual needs, Zheng turns to her former lovers, Li 
Wenqing, Mr. Li, and Mr. Zhang. In a highly dramatized scene, 
Wu discovers his adulterous wife in a hotel room with Mr. Zhang. 
But, instead of scenes of illicit behavior, we are presented with a 
shocking picture of a battered Zheng:
He [Wu Yisu] saw Zheng Xiuyue, her hair a mess, lying on the 
rug in front of the bed. All she had on her upper body was an 
unbuttoned undershirt that revealed both of her breasts. Even 
though she was still wearing her underpants, only one of her 
legs was still in the legs of her pants; the other leg was naked 
and wrapped in half of the blanket dragged down from the bed. 
Her face was covered with tears; bright red blood dribbled from 
the corner of her mouth. (294)
It turns out that Zhang has discovered a love letter written by Mr. 
Li to Zheng Xiuyue. When Zhang starts to beat Zheng again, Wu 
tries to pull him away while crying out, ''Forgive her! Forgive her! 
She is a weak woman! She cannot sustain this kind of beating!” 
(295). Although Wu is justifiably horrified at the beating Zheng 
suffers at Zhang's hands, his words nevertheless reveal a 
patronizing attitude that is the core of this story. That is, Zheng’s 
pursuit of personal happiness is characterized as weakness, a
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personal flaw.14 Interestingly, neither man understands her 
needs. When she says she would rather be beaten to death by 
Zhang than return with Wu, Zhang resumes beating her, while 
Wu, once again, cries, Torgive her! Forgive her! She is a weak 
woman!" (297). This, however, will not be the last time he utters 
these patronizing words. At the end of the story, he appears as a 
madman crying day and night to a wall, Torgive her! Forgive 
her! She is a weak woman!” （299)
The last section of the story, which tells of Zheng’s tragic 
end, is most peculiar and requires a detailed examination. It 
begins with a non-personal, historical setting: "It was early 
morning on January 29, 1932, and nonstop gunfire could be 
heard everywhere in the Hongkou area” （298). The precision of 
time and place not only adds a realistic element to the story, but 
al#so situates the personal story of Zheng Xiuyue in the larger 
frame of China’s modern history. Personal and national fates are 
therefore combined in the scene of Zheng’s death, particularly in 
light of the circumstances under which it occurs. She is dragged 
away by a group of Chinese guards and Japanese soldiers while 
her husband is struck down after following them for a while. 
Strangely, when he last appears in the story, his name is not 
even mentioned. He has apparently come to represent all men 
in China who suffer or are driven to madness on account of 
Chinese women’s weakness.
But Zhang’s death scene is not directly described，and 
Zheng Xiuyue seems to disappear in the final portion of the 
story; she only exists as a disfigured corpse discovered by Feng 
among several women who are raped and killed by the 
Japanese. What better metaphor for the fate of the nation than 
the rape of a woman by foreign soldiers? One cannot help but 
notice that Zheng’s body is discovered by her ideological 
opposite, Feng Shifen, whose dedication to selfless proletarian 
revolutionary work serves as a contrast to Zheng’s hedonism. 
Feng's discovery of Zheng's body then concludes the story with 
the moral that a weak woman like Zheng will come to a tragic
14 By saying this, I am not placing any value judgment on 
Zheng's lifestyle. What I want to stress is how forms of behavior that do 
not follow social or ideological norms are often dismissed as character 
flaws, Zheng's situation is far too complicated to be written off as mere 
weakness.
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end. It is therefore not surprising that Feng’s last words to 
Zheng’s corpse refer to the latter’s weakness. “‘Zheng Xiuyue! 
Zheng Xiuyue! You have finally lived up to your personality and 
lived through a life of weakness”’(299). One is struck by the 
bizarre link between Zheng’s personality and her tragic death. 
As one of the five or six women (and countless more in China at 
the time) who have been raped and killed by the Japanese, her 
death can only be described as the result of a random act of 
Japanese brutality. To attribute it to a personality flaw is to 
inscribe too much nationalistic sentiment on her as an individual. 
However, the logic of Feng’s conclusion regarding Zheng’s death 
is not difficult to detect; Feng believes that Zheng's life would 
have been spared had she joined Feng in the first place. But 
since Zheng chose to lead a life of indulgence, she was 
punished. Her disfigured body is testimony to the fate of an 
individual who fails to offer herself up for revolutionary causes.
These two works of fiction, written within four years by two 
male writers, display striking differences in the portrayal of 
Chinese women as the May Fourth era was winding down and 
the face of nationalism was changing. By concentrating on male 
authors only, I am not proposing a biological predisposition in the 
texts, and I am quick to acknowledge that the male characters 
are criticized and ridiculed by the authors. But, as my reading 
has shown, these two important and influential authors were 
themselves struggling to define their position, while revealing a 
kind of male fantasy in their protagonist and narrator’s desire to 
shape and control both the future of China and its women, be it 
in the individualistic mood of the May Fourth era or under the 
later dictates of socialist reform. In “Creation,” a parody of a 
male-centered agenda for women’s liberation, Mao Dun is 
critical of his protagonist’s hypocrisy toward his wife’s newly 
developed self and her role in nation building. Mao Dun’s critical 
tone, particularly regarding traditional standards of morality as a 
determinant of women’s activities, is less convincing when we 
look back at his essays on the women's movement, written 
several years earlier. Nevertheless, his implicit criticism of 
Junshi's project of national salvation signals his disillusionment 
in the May Fourth ideology, as affirmed by later writings, 
|虫 beginning with the S/7/[Eclipse] trilogy (1930).
If Mao Dun's work marks a departure from the strident May
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Fourth individualistic spirit, however murky his views may be, Yu 
Dafu’s novel heralds the beginning of a trend toward the 
subjugation of personal desire under the grand ideal of 
proletarian revolution. She Is a Weak Woman is representative 
of the socialist works that placed women characters in less 
ambiguous roles—in this case, a trio of women, all of whom 
represent different social and ideological “types”一 in the 
furtherance of that revolution. The shift from individual 
emancipation, as characterized by Xianxian in Mao Dun's story, 
to the liberation of the masses in Yu Dafu’s novel attests to the 
rapidly changing ideologies concerning Chinese women, which 
corresponded to the rising discord between the Nationalists and 
the Communists on the eve of the war with Japan.
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